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ABSTRACT   

Sensitivity to mechanical vibrations of Fourier Transform Spectrometers (FTS) is a well-known phenomenon. It is 
especially critical for FTS devoted to atmospheric studies (like the Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS) onboard Mars 
Express 2003), as absorption bands for the gases of low concentration are comparable with the generated instrument 
spectral noise. The adopted techniques for the vibration sensitivity reduction suffer of limitations in practical 
implementation, leaving residual modulations of the interferogram and the so-called ghosts in the spectra. Moreover as it 
is often impossible to measure the vibrations during the FTS measurement, the position and magnitude of these ghosts 
cannot be evaluated. Up to now the adopted ghost reduction techniques are mostly based on the averaging of spectra, 
because the disturbance phase is randomly distributed. This paper presents an innovative data treatment technique which 
allows single spectrum correction from distortions of unknown nature. Such a technique would increase the spatial 
resolution of the mapping process and becomes crucial when the desired information is linked to a particular mapping 
area associated to an individual spectrum. 

The full study consists in the explicit analysis of the ghost formation and the post-processing algorithm based on the semi-
blind deconvolution method – an iterative numerical algorithm of the series of consecutive deconvolutions. The technique 
was tested on the data from the PFS and the algorithm proved to be consistent according to the selected efficiency criteria 
(coming from the available general information about the signal spectral shape). 

Keywords: PFS; Fourier Transform Spectrometer; Micro-vibration; Distortions; Spectroscopy; Analytical model; Semi-
Blind Inverse problem. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Sensitivity to mechanical vibrations of Fourier Transform Spectrometers is a well-known phenomenon. Vibration 
generated spectral distortions are especially critical for FTS devoted to atmospheric studies, as the gas composition 
determination is based on the matching of spectral features deriving from absorption bands that for the low concentration 
element are comparable with the instrument spectral noise. The adopted techniques aiming at the reduction of the 
vibration sensitivity (such as the constant optical path step sampling based on reference laser signal trigger), suffer of 
limitations in the practical implementation: time delays in the acquisition chain and cyclical fluctuations of optical 
misalignments lead to residual vibration induced modulations of the interferogram and eventually to the so-called ghosts 
in the spectra. Moreover as it is often impossible to measure the vibrations during the FTS measurement, the position and 
magnitude of these ghosts cannot be evaluated. Up to now the adopted ghost reduction techniques1-3 are mostly based on 
the averaging of spectra, being the disturbance phase randomly distributed. 

This paper presents an innovative data treatment technique able to deal with undesired spectral distortions of unknown 
nature allowing the single spectrum correction. Such a technique would increase the spatial resolution of the mapping 



 
 

 

 

process by avoiding the need of spectral averaging and becomes crucial when the desired information is linked to a 
particular mapping area associated with an individual spectrum. 

As first step of the study the ghost nature and mechanisms of formation is analyzed in detail; the modulations of the 
signal due to the vibration generated misalignments (coming from deviations of the real instrument configuration from 
the ideal optical system4) and that due to the non-constant OPD (Optical Path Difference) sampling step caused by the 
phase delay between reference and main signal acquisition chains1,5-8are modeled. The result is the explicit mathematical 
description of the interferogram modulations generated by the mechanical vibrations. The obtained model allows 
implementing the second step of the research i.e. the post-processing algorithm. 

The proposed approach of vibration effect correction is based on the semi-blind quasi-deconvolution method – an iterative 
numerical algorithm of the series of consecutive quasi-deconvolutions. The general problem of the data post-processing 
was subdivided into three separate sub-problems: definition of the vibration kernel, recovering of the original spectrum 
from the distorted one and the results validation. 

The technique has been tested on the data from the PFS (Planetary Fourier Spectrometer) onboard the Mars Express ESA 
(European Space Agency) mission. The PFS is a FTIRS (Fourier Transform InfraRed Spectrometer) composed by two 
channels: Short Wavelength Channel (SWC) for the 1.2-5 µm range and Long Wavelength Channel (LWC) for 5-45 µm 
one. The interferometer scheme of PFS is a modified Michelson with swinging Cubic Corner Mirrors instead of 
translating flat ones8-12. The problem of microvibrations is mostly referred to the SWC data13,14. 

The key-point of the procedure was the kernel determination. The lack of information about the vibrations and their nature 
is the main difficulty: frequency, intensity and phase with respect to the main signal interferogram are only statistically 
known from PFS onboard self-check  measurements that are performed at most once per orbit. The iterative procedure of 
kernel definition was performed on smoothed spectral data, each iteration loop including constrained quasi-
deconvolutions of measured distorted spectrum with signal and kernel estimates. Proposed general constraints were the 
spectrum smoothness and kernel sparsity. The final deconvolution step was performed on the unsmoothed data, with the 
aim to retrieve the original spectrum from the distorted one. 

Efficiency of this technique strongly depends on the initial guesses for the semi-blind deconvolution input. Also the 
correct definition of the deconvolution constraints is important. Utilization of additional information about the expected 
spectral features (e.g. some gas absorption bands, regions of detector low responsivity, any known vibration components, 
etc.) makes proposed algorithm more robust. 

Finally the algorithm proved to be consistent according to the selected efficiency criteria (coming from the available 
general information about the signal spectral shape). 

 

2. ANALYTICAL DIRECT MODEL 

2.1 Vibration effect: Direct Model, general formulation 

Mechanical disturbances modulate the interferogram measurements in two ways1: 

• by creating sampling step errors due to the different phase delays in the acquisition systems; 
• by generating cyclic misalignments in the optical system. 

In the following the mechanical disturbance effect is modeled for the case of a monochromatic radiation source and the 
disturbance being represented by one pure harmonic component. 

The modulated part of the monochromatic source interferogram in the ideal interferometer can be expressed as :: 

 ������� = 	
�� cos�2π�����  (1), 

where xk is the OPD at the kith zero-crossing of the reference signal, σs is the wavenumber of the observed line and m is 
the modulation factor referred to the misalignments of the optical system from its ideal position, Is the source half-
intensity. 

The pure harmonic disturbance can be described as follows: 



 
 

 

 

 � = �� sin���� + 	���  (2), 

where y is the vector of the vibration component generated at the source, being  �� = 2π�� its angular frequency  and ϕd 
its phase. The component phase generally is of a random nature with respect to single interferogram (while it is 
unambiguously defined for each ωd), with uniform probability distribution in the ±π range for the whole set of 
measurements. 

We represent the mirror speed variations and optical misalignments in the PFS in the instrument coordinate system, 
taking one axis along the optical axis of cube corner (x), and the others perpendicular to it (u and w): 

 ∆� = �� sin���� + 	��
��  (3) 

 ∆� = �� sin���� +	��∗
��  (4) 

The component phases ϕ u*
d and ϕ xd can be different, as the transfer function of vibration propagation from the source to 

the instrument will be in general different for each direction. 

The modulation factor m is a function of Cubic Corner Mirror (CCM) position error u (in any direction perpendicular to 
its optical axis) and in the first order approximation it can be written in the following form 1: 

 
���, �� ≅ 
#���, �$� + ��%���, �$� ∙ sin'��� + 	��
�(  (5), 

where a is proportional to the vibration amplitude ud and depends on the wavenumber σs of the modulated component 
and the initial interferometer alignment quality uo (zero for a perfectly aligned instrument).  

For the vibration component along theCCM axis we have first order approximation for the sampling steps 1: 

 �� = ) *+
, +	-./0 +	-#/0 cos����� +	��

��  (6), 

where TD is the time delay in the sampling chain, λr is the reference laser wavelength, tk is the time of the kth sampling 
and vo is the vibration amplitude expressed as speed (vo = ωd xd). 

The interferogram now can be rewritten substituting Eq. (5) and Eq. (6) in Eq. (1): 

 ������� = 1
#���, �$� + %���, �$��� sin����� +	��
��2��   

 × cos 42π�� 56*+, + /0-.7 + 2π��-#/0 cos'���� +	��
�(8  (7) 

Applied substitutions: 

• �� ≅ )9:/�2-.�; 
• ��� = 2π��-./0; 
• ��/-. = 	2π��/-. = 2π��	, �� = ��/-.k. 

Developing cosine into Taylor series up to 1st order the Eq. (7) is rewritten as follows: 

 ������� = <
#���, �$� + %���, �$��� sin 42π�� 56*+, 7 +	��
�8=   

 × �� <cos 42π�� 56*+, 7 + ���8   

 −2π��-#/0 sin 42π�� 56*+, 7 + ���8 cos 42π�� 5
6*+
, 7 + ��

�8=  (8) 

Later on the mo and a coefficients dependence on wavenumber σs will be neglected. Such an approximation is possible 
due to the fact that in the ghost component sampling error term is dominant (demonstrated 15 in the ghost studies on PFS 
spectra).  

Having "2π��-#/0%" as second order infinitesimal factor, the product development goes as follows: 

 ������� = 	
#�� cos 42π�� 56*+, 7 + ���8   



 
 

 

 

 +	%���� sin 42π�� 56*+, 7 �	�@
�8 cos 42π�� 5

6*+
, 7 � ���8   

 >2π��-#/0
#�� sin 42π�� 56*+, 7 � ���8 cos 42π�� 5
6*+
, 7 � ��

�8  (9) 

Applying substitutions	A� � 
#��,	AB � %/�2
#�, A, � C-#/0 and rewriting Eq. (9) in the wavenumber domain, the 
measured signal spectrum becomes: 

 ���� � 	A�exp	�G����δ�� > ���  

 �	A� <	AB��exp1G	���� � ��
��2�A,��exp	4G���� � ��

� �	I,�8= δJ� > ��� � ���K  

 �	A� <	AB��exp1G	���� > ��
��2�A,��exp	4G���� > ��

� �	I,�8= δJ� > ��� > ���K  (10) 

After some mathematical reorganization (and expressing the unknown amplitudes and phases of ghost components as B, 
C and ϕσB, ϕσC) the previous Eq. (10) can be rewritten in the simplified form: 

 ���� � 	A� exp'G���( δ�� > ��� �	  

 1��A� exp'G���( δ�� > ���2 ∗ L	Mexp�G��N�OJ� > ���P�K � 	Qexp�G��R�OJ� > �>���KS		  

 �		 ��TUVWX��� � 1����TUVWX���2 ∗ YZ[���  (11), 

where Isignl(σ) is the undistorted spectrum and Kσd(σ) is the single harmonic vibration kernel, “δ” and “*” are 
respectively the Dirac’s function and the convolution operator. 

For the generic non-monochromatic source of input radiation Icontinuum(σ) and arbitrary vibration kernel shape K(σ), the 
Eq. (11) can be extended as following: 

 ���� � 		 �\#V]TV��.��� � J��\#V]TV��.���K ∗ Y���  (12) 

 Y��� � 		∑ <M_exp 4G��N`���8 O 4� > 5���_78_   

 �	Q_exp 4G��R`���8 O 4� > �>��_�8=  (13) 

 

2.2 Vibration effect: Direct Model, PFS data 

Typical PFS raw spectra is given on the Fig. 1. 

  
Figure 1. Typical PFS measurement in SWC (data from the Symmetrized spectrum #106, ORBIT0032). 



 
 

 

 

It is possible to subdivide the whole spectrum into two parts to be treated separately: 
• signal domain in the wavenumber range of 0 to 5000 cm-1; 
• laser line domain in the wavenumber range above 5000 cm-1. 

The actual energy is present in the signal domain, above the 1700 cm-1, due to the used detector responsivity curve13. 
Below 1700 cm-1 there are only ghosts of the continuum present in the spectrum and no meaningful signal. In the region 
above 5000 cm-1 the continuum Signal-to-Noise Ratio becomes low due to the strong decrease of the detector 
responsivity 13, and thus the laser line domain is characterized mostly by the laser line shape and its ghosts. 

In the current research the signal domain was treated only. Actually, after the orbit 662 the SWC reference laser was 
switched off, leaving the spectrum region above 5000cm-1 close to the zero value. 

Calling back the Eq. (12-13), we rewrite the above expression for the measured raw PFS spectrum IPFS(σ), having the 
input spectrum IMars(σ) and considering the wavenumber in the second term to be constant, σ ≅ σk = 2500 cm-1. Such an 
approximation is possible due to the fact that the most part of significant signal is actually concentrated in the 2000..3000 
cm-1 wavenumber region (Fig. 1). We also include the error term ξ, accounting for used approximation in convolution 
kernel modeling and for other distortions of spectrum, besides the modulation by mechanical vibrations. 

 �abc��� � 		 �dW:���� ∗ 5O��� + e�Z�
Zf

7 + g (15.1) 

 �abc��� = 		 �dW:���� ∗ Yabc��� + g  (15.2) 

 Yabc��� = 		O��� + M���expJG��N���K + 	Q���expJG��R���K   (15.3) 

Generally the B(σ) and C(σ) functions are sparse due to the vibration kernel nature: it is present by a set of separate 
components, each appearing as the bell-shaped function in the wavenumber domain, although being a pure harmonic in 
the time domain. This peculiarity is caused by the uneven sampling: because of non-constant mirror speed, the equal 
OPD step does not correspond to the equal time step. The estimation of those functions will be performed by the 
inversion procedure described in the next section. 

 

3. PFS SPECTRA CORRECTION TECHNIQUE THOUGH THE INVERSE PROBLEM 
SOLUTION 

3.1 Problem Inversion 

Starting from the direct model, represented by the Eq. (15.2), we proceed to the inversion16 of the problem (estimation of 
the Martian spectrum) through a semi-blind deconvolution method. For that purpose we introduce a Loss Function LF, 
whose minimum would provide the estimates of Martian spectrum �hdW:�and vibration kernel Yijkl. This function not only 
quantifies the fitting of the estimated data to the original model, but also includes additional terms characterizing the 
available information about the physical data, such as the sparsity of vibration kernel and smoothness of the Martian 
spectrum. 

 �hdW:����, Yijkl��� = 	 argminqrs+�,etuv wx��dW:�, Yjkl� (16.1) 

 wx = 	 B, ‖�jkl − Yjkl ∗ �dW:�‖,, + 9z‖Yjkl‖B + *rs+�
, ‖{ ∗ �dW:�‖,,  (16.2), 

where λK and λMars are the regularization coefficients for the kernel sparsity and spectrum smoothness correspondingly 
and D is the discrete derivation operator. 

 

3.2 Iterative procedure for the inverse problem solution  

The solution of the inverse model, represented by the Eq. (16), is performed iteratively, starting from the initial estimates 
of spectrum �hdW:�

|  and kernel Yijkl| , and at nth iteration determining the estimates �hdW:�
}  and Yijkl} . The output of algorithm 

after N iterations would be the final estimates of the kernel Yijkl~  and spectrum �hdW:�
~ . The iterative process schematically 

is shown on Fig. 2. 



 
 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Iterative procedure for the inverse problem solution. 

Since the spectra �hdW:�
}  is estimated without knowing the kernel Yijkl} , the deconvolution is blind. But it has to be noticed, 

that as the very first step of the proposed algorithm is the kernel estimation YijklB , then the crucial initial parameter for the 
efficient algorithm is the initial guess of Martian spectrum �hdW:�

| , which has to possess the properties of the real expected 
solution, otherwise algorithm might converge to some non-physical result. That’s why we can qualify this deconvolution 
as semi-blind. The initialization of kernel Yijkl|   instead does not affect the quality of results, but only the algorithm 
convergence rate.    
 

3.3 Initialization choices for the semi-blind-deconvolution method 

Vibration Kernel Initialization. As it was mentioned above the quality of kernel initialization provides faster 
convergence but is not a crucial parameter for the whole algorithm. As an initial guess of kernel for the treated PFS data 
(Fig. 1: Orbit #0032, spectrum #106) we used an approximate kernel estimation from the laser line ghosts by their 
deconvolution by the laser Dirac in accordance with Eq. (15.2). For the orbits after 662 such an initialization becomes 
impossible due to the SWC reference laser switching off, and the proposed initialization would be the zero-pattern. 

Initial Martian spectrum guess. The Martian spectrum for initial guess estimated by two Planck functions, representing 
the Martian thermal emission and the solar energy reflected by the Martian surface, with the CO2 absorption band gap in 
the region of 2200..2400 cm-1. The Martian temperature for the first Planck function was estimated from the 2500..3000 
cm-1 region of the acquired spectrum, while the second Planck function was scaled to the 3800..4200 cm-1 region. Finally 
to obtain the initial guess of spectrum �hdW:�

|  we calibrated data by the known detector responsivity and deep space 
measurements.13 

What regards the phase of the initial guess, we took it similar to one of the acquired spectrum in the region of high 
expected signal, and an extrapolation for the regions of expected ghosts. 

To compensate the iterative procedure sensitivity to high frequency noise, both PFS actual data IPFS and the initial guess 

�hdW:�
|  were filtered with a low-pass filter of cut-off frequency 

B
,|∆Z, where spectral resolution of acquired data ∆σ is equal 

to 1.04 cm-1. 

The filtered synthetic initial guess of spectrum is shown on Fig. 3 as the comparison with the filtered measured spectrum. 
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Figure 3. Filtered PFS measured spectrum and the initial guess �hdW:�

| . 

3.4 Criteria for result evaluation 

The proposed criteria for the result quality estimation are the following ones: 

• distance between acquired PFS spectrum IPFS and estimated PFS spectrum �hjkl~ � �hdW:�
~ ∗ Yijkl~ , as if the model 

is valid the estimate �hjkl~  has to be as close as possible to IPFS; 
• removal of ghosts in the signal domain below 5000 cm-1. 

 

4. RESULTS 

4.1 Estimated spectra and vibration kernel 

For Mars spectrum estimation coming from the Orbit #0032, spectrum #106, the estimation of signal (after the additional 
step run on unfiltered data) is shown on the Fig. 4. 



 
 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Final results for the spectrum #106  ORB0032 . 

4.2 Results validation 

As it is seen from Fig. 4, the lack of fit between acquired PFS spectrum IPFS and the estimated one �hjkl��}�� � �hdW:�
��}�� ∗

Yijkl��}�� is very small (∼10-6), proving the solution to agree with actual measured data. 

Also the ghost removal in the low wavenumber signal domain (below 1500cm-1) is efficient: the reduction of the energy 
in the above region is of factor of ∼2. 
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The analytical formulation of modulation effect of mechanical disturbances and the proposed problem inversion makes it 
possible to perform the correction of the above effect on the PFS data, as well as data coming from any other FTS 
instrument. Nevertheless, the current approach has some drawbacks: 

• the algorithm does not permit to evaluate the high frequency kernel components effect and thus does not 
perform the correction of narrow spectral features; an improved implementation should correct this phenomena; 

• due to the  linear assumption of the proposed algorithm, the model treats only part of the information, available 
from the PFS spectra (i.e. the signal region and not the laser line ghosts one); a non-linear model should be 
proposed to estimate the vibration kernel and the spectrum through the whole PFS spectral region; 

• the implemented iterative procedure is controlled by two regularization parameters and is not optimized in 
terms of time consumption; robustness of the algorithm shall be improved to be applied on a large dataset. 

The next step would be the extension of the direct model also on the laser line region. This will provide the additional 
criteria for the validation of results: comparison of the evaluated laser line ghost with the actually present ones. Another 
model modification will be pointed towards the improvement of the algorithm robustness and efficiency, in order to 
make possible the automatic data treatment procedure. 
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